Welcome back to all PWPS students and an especially big welcome to our new team of scientists for term 1. Two Students from each class in years 1, 2 and 3 have proudly joined our Science Club.

We have some exciting new STEM challenges and amazing science experiments planned. STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.

Mrs Batac and Mrs Knedl are very excited about the time ahead and we hope to inspire many of you to undertake interesting scientific adventures.

Last week we carried out a fun melting gummy bear experiment. For this experiment, we used different solutions such as water, vinegar, salt and coca cola to see the effect on a yummy gummy bear.

We compared the changing size and texture of a gummy bear, after a certain amount of time. We observed that the gummy bear left in coca cola was bigger compared to the one left in salty water.

Try this simple science experiment at home and check what happens to a gummy bear or a snake lolly if you leave it in different solutions for a length of time.
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